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No purchase is necessary.
This competition is open to all residents in mainland UK over the age of 18, except employees of Solo
Blinds, their families, or anyone professionally connected with this promotion, by entering the
competition you agree you are above this age. (Ireland, Highlands, Scottish & Channel Isles can apply and
although we will cover delivery costs unfortunately Measure & Fitting will not be included as these locations are outside our
coverage area).
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By entering this competition you agree to abide by these terms & conditions.
Solo Blinds reserves the right, with or without cause, to exclude any Participants in this Competition or
withhold the Prizes where there has been any violation of these terms and conditions. Defamatory,
abusive or destructive posts will be removed.
Solo Blinds does not accept responsibility for (1) lost, late or undelivered entries or (2) any technical
or access issues, failure, malfunction or difficulty that might hinder entry to the Competition, or (3) any
event which may cause the Competition to be disrupted or corrupted.
The Promoter shall not be liable under or in connection with these Terms and Conditions for any
indirect, special, or consequential cost, expenses, loss or damage, even if such cost, expense, loss or
damage was reasonably foreseeable or might reasonably have been contemplated by the entrant and
the Promoter and whether arising from breach of contract, tort, negligence, breach of statutory duty or
otherwise.
The Prize Winner agrees to allow Solo Blinds to publicise their name on their Web/Social Media site.
The prize Winner agrees to confirm their win through a Facebook comment.
Once a winner has been drawn they will be notified through Facebook messaging/announcement or
e-mail (depending on the security setting of their Facebook account)
We will take all reasonable steps to notify the winner, however, due to some Facebook security
settings we might be unable to message the winner, it is therefore your responsibility to check back to
our Face Book page to find out if you have won, Solo Blinds accepts no responsibility for loss of prize
in the event of a non claim as a re-draw will take place after 7 days.
The prize/voucher must be used within twelve (12) months from the date of the voucher/prize draw.
The prize voucher will be sent to the winner within 5 working days.
The prize cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer / special offers / discounts (online or
discretionary) on either our website, in our showrooms or via home consultations. Any pre-discounted
items such as clearance stock are also omitted.
The prize is transferable on notification of name & address however no cash equivalent will be
offered.
If the Prize Winners location is outside Solo Blinds coverage area then delivery will be arranged but
measuring & fitting will not be included.
Solo Blinds reserve the right to withdraw or change the prize or offer at any time without notice.
If the prize is:
A full House of Blinds = represents 10 windows of Vertical or Roller Blinds in selected fabrics/colours
from our current 60% off range not exceeding 2500mm x 1800mm, or any Blinds of your choice not
exceeding £349.99 in total value. Roman, Shutters, Canopies & Awnings are excluded from this
offer.
17. If the prize total exceeds the purchase total a credit balance will remain valid for 12 months from the voucher issue date.
18. In the event of a dispute the decision of Solo Blinds is final and no correspondence will be entered into. The Promoter reserves the
right to amend or withdraw this Competition in whole or in part, temporarily or permanently, without prior notice or compensation.
19. The Promoter’s liability under or in connection with these Terms and Conditions shall be limited to the value of the prizes.

